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JAHEP Statement
Scientific Significance of the ILC and Proposal of its 
Early Realization in light of the Outcomes of LHC Run 2

http://www.jahep.org/files/JAHEP-ILCstatement-170722-EN.pdf

The JAHEP chair, Hiroaki Aihara, gave an opening address, 
explaining background information that led to this town 
meeting. Shoji Asai then, as a chairman of the committee 
on “the Scientific Case of ILC250 Higgs Factory”, 
presented the final report from the committee.

Yasuhiro Okada then presented a draft JAHEP statement 
on the ILC250 as a Higgs factory.

The draft was approved by the JAHEP after 3 hours of 
discussions with small suggested modifications.

http://www.jahep.org/files/JAHEP-ILCstatement-170722-EN.pdf
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Japan Association of High Energy Physicists 

Scientific Significance of ILC and Proposal of its Early Realization 
in light of the Outcomes of LHC Run 2 

The International Linear Collider (ILC) is a linear electron-positron collider, a key 
experimental facility that enables forefront research at the energy frontier in high energy 
physics. The ILC has been developed through an international collaboration overseen by the 
International Committee for Future Accelerators (ICFA). The international team of physicists, 
Global Design Effort, published in 2013 the Technical Design Report of a 200-500 GeV 
(extendable to 1TeV) center-of-mass collider. In October 2012, the Japan Association of High 
Energy Physicists (JAHEP) proposed to construct ILC in Japan under a global collaboration 
with consensus of the international community and active participation from each country. 
This proposal received many positive responses from the international community. In 
particular, it garnered support from European countries and the United States, who were also 
developing their future particle physics projects, as well as from the ICFA. Upon the launch 
of JAHEP’s proposal, the Science Council of Japan and a panel of experts under the Ministry 
of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology discussed the proposal. They noted 
that the large expense and cost sharing are issues that must be solved. Subsequently, a 
research and development project was initiated to reduce the costs associated with ILC 
based on the discussions between the governments of Japan and United States. Meanwhile, 
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) Run 2 experiments at CERN have continued to progress, 
and new results have been published. In this context, JAHEP has deliberated the scientific 
significance of ILC and has come to a conclusion; JAHEP proposes to construct a 250 GeV 
center-of-mass ILC promptly as a Higgs factory. 

Final Version



The driving force for JAHEP’s proposal released in October 2012 is that particle physics 
entered a new phase following the discovery of a Higgs boson. Research in the 20th century 
particle physics focused on elucidating fundamental forces, save gravity, of nature: strong, 
weak and electromagnetic forces. The existence of a Higgs boson was predicted by the 
Standard Model, which successfully describes these three forces in a unified way. A Higgs 
boson was discovered as predicted, indicating that our understanding of these three forces has 
greatly advanced. On the other hand, the real nature of the Higgs boson remains unknown. 
Candidate theories to explain the origin of Higgs bosons include new forces, new hierarchies 
of matter, and extension of the space-time structure. In this light, studying the Higgs boson is 
definitively important to determine the future of elementary particle physics. The ILC, with 
additional advantage of energy-extendable and beam-polarization capabilities due to being a 
linear accelerator, would be the best suited facility for this purpose.  

The LHC experiments have an excellent ability to explore new physics by observing new 
strongly-interacting particles and their decays. The LHC Run 2 experiment, where the center-
of-mass energy was increased from 8 TeV to 13 TeV, began in 2015 and the accelerator 
operated smoothly throughout 2016. The exploratory area (or mass scale) of the Run 2 has, 
indeed, significantly expanded compared to that under 8-TeV-energy operations. The results 
reported in 2016 showed that new particles anticipated by physics beyond the Standard 
Model are unlikely to exist below the mass scale of 1 TeV. This important finding at LHC 
underscores that the most imminent and important goal of ILC is to explore new physics by 
precision measurements of the Higgs boson and search for a class of new particles that ILC 
could directly produce but LHC has difficulty to observe. 



JAHEP has established the “Committee on the Physics Significance of ILC 250 GeV Higgs 
Factory.” The charge to this committee is to verify the significance of a 250 GeV center-of-
mass energy ILC (“ILC250”), in particular, by comparing with the case for a 500 GeV center-
of-mass ILC (“ILC500”) and the case for no ILC at all. The roles that ILC250 should play were 
examined from the following perspectives: determination of the energy scale of new physics 
by precision measurement of the Higgs boson and thorough examination of the Standard 
Model, elucidation of electroweak symmetry breaking and the origin of matter and antimatter 
asymmetry, and searching for particles that are candidates of the dark matter. In the 
Committee’s deliberation, possible synergies with the High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) and 
SuperKEKB /Belle II were taken into account.  

The Committee’s conclusions are summarized as follows: 

• ILC250 should run concurrently with HL-LHC to enhance physics outcomes from LHC.  

• Given that a new physics scale is yet to be found, ILC250 is expected to deliver physics 
outcomes that are comparable with those of ILC500 in precise examinations of the Higgs 
boson and the Standard Model. 

• The ILC250 Higgs factory, together with HL-LHC and SuperKEKB, will play an 
indispensable role in the discovery of new phenomena originating from new physics with 
the energy scale up to 2–3 TeV and the elucidation of the origin of matter-antimatter 
asymmetry. 

• A linear collider has a definite advantage for energy-upgrade capability. ILC250 possesses 
a good potential for its upgrades to reach the higher energy of new physics that the 
findings of ILC250 might indicate. 



As discussed above, the scientific significance and importance of ILC has been further 
clarified considering the current LHC outcomes. ILC250 should play an essential role in 
precision measurement of the Higgs boson and, with HL-LHC and SuperKEKB, in 
determining the future path of new physics. Based on ILC250’s outcomes, a future plan of 
energy upgrade will be determined so that the facility can provide the optimum experimental 
environment by considering requirements in particle physics and by taking advantage of the 
advancement of accelerator technologies. It is expected that ILC will lead particle physics 
well into the 21st century. 

To conclude, in light of the recent outcomes of LHC Run 2, JAHEP proposes to promptly 
construct ILC as a Higgs factory with the center-of-mass energy of 250 GeV in Japan. 



Remarks
• An English translation of the Asai committee report will be available 

soon. (The original version is 11 pages long in Japanese.)  

• The Asai committee consists of non-ILC members from ATLAS, Belle II, 
and theory (with Junping as an exception) and was charged to review “the 
scientific case of ILC250 Higgs factory” from a neutral point of view. 

• The report emphasizes the synergy of various projects (including HL-
LHC, Belle II, T2K, ) expected to produce outputs in 2030-2040. 

• The report was not meant for the funding agency nor the world HEP 
community. It is a report to the JAHEP precisely as charged.  

• The statement that “ILC250 is expected to deliver physics outcomes that 
are comparable with those of ILC500 in precise examinations of the Higgs 
boson and the Standard Model” seems a little bit controversial but is based 
on the plot on the next page: 
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MEXT ILC Advisory Pannel
7th meeting  

happened on July 28 (Fri.) 15:30-17:30 JST 
Agenda

1. Development since the 6th meeting (MEXT)

2. NRI’s Investigations on international collaborations 

regarding large scale international projects (NRI)

3. Draft Report from the Organization and 

Management WG (Miyama)

4. Plan



ILC Advisory Panel
Set up in May 2014 under MEXT ILC Task Force to investigate 
various issues concerning the possibility of hosting the ILC in Japan

2014/06	~	2015/03	

May	2014	~

	ILC	TF	

Contracted	Survey

Technological/economical	ripple	effects	
Technology	trends	(Nomura	RI)

2015/11	~	2016/07
Met	8	times,	WG	report	in	
2015/03

2014/06	~	2015/03	
Met	6	times,	WG	report	in	
2015/03

Met	6	times,	WG	report	in	
2016/07

ILC	Advisory	Panel

MEXT

Particle	&	Nucl.	Physics	
Working	Group

TDR	Validation 
Working	Group

Human	Resources	
Working	Group

http://www.mext.go.jp/b_menu/shingi/chousa/shinkou/038/index.htm

Organization	&	
Management	
Working	Group

2017/02	~
Met	5	times	so	far,	the	last	
one	was	2017/06/02,	
next	(last?)	2017/06/27

Most	recent	meeting	of	
the	panel	on	Feb.	1,	2017
• the	US-Japan	cost	
reduction	R&D	

• HEP	community’s	
discussion	on	staging



Plan
Agenda

1. Review of the recent research development

•LHC Run 2

•Re-optimization by the HEP community of the strategy 
concerning the  ILC project


2. On-going contracted studies

•Regulations and risk management concerning the ILC 
project

•Cost reduction



Physics Conveners’ 
Meeting 

on July 26

14
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* Timeline:
 - samples available by ~mid next week (announce in sw/ana meeting?)
 - reports back asap per email
 - and in the sw/ana meeting on Aug 30

* Scope:
 - this is a technical test of all parts of the chain available so far
 - DBD generator files
 - no pair nor gamma gamma overlay
 - flavour tag "blind shot" (run on "analysis-level" anyway)
 - unrealistic BeamCal (since no pair background)

* Detector model:
 - single particles will be done for ILD-L and ILD-S
 - collision events will be done only for the large detector as technical test

* All checks should be made available in ILDPerformance  
 (which already contains many useful examples!)
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** Single particle samples
 - mu+         (Higgs group, e.g. Shin-ichi, …)
 - e+
 - pi+
 - pi0           (Higgs/EW,   Graham & student)
 - K0S          (Higgs/EW,   Graham & student)
 - gamma    (BSM,  Moritz, in addition ask Daniel)
 - K+           (ask Masakazu to check PID, including mu, e, pi)
 - p              (ask Masakazu to check PID, including mu, e, pi)
 - uds
 => number of events, momentum / angle steps etc to be iterated
      with Akiya
=> maybe a few more people could contribute here?

* Collision event samples:
 - ttbar semileptonic, 500 GeV
 - mumuH, 250 GeV
 - Z(->qq)H(->inv), 250 GeV
Roman and Junping, can you please provide Akiya with the relevant
process IDs and event numbers?



  Aug.  2:     Top/QCD   (KF)
                           - - - - - Summer Break - - - - -
   Aug. 30:    Higgs/EW  (Jenny) 

Physics focus schedule

Conveners’ ML:  
             ild-physics-conveners@desy.de
     Use this mailing list to send your talk request.

mailto:ild-physics-conveners@desy.de

